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Key Selling Points
The author's first title has sold 21k copies since it's publication in August 2021. Dalia has nearly 200k followers on Instagram
The interest in manga art grows constantly, with manga accounting for 43% of the graphic novels and comic book market share, and a
Google search on Manga brings up over 2 billion results
No specialist tools required – with a pencil, paper, and guidance from Dalia, you too can draw in the manga-art style
Five contemporary manga artists, who have a collective Instagram reach of over 700k followers, take up residence on these pages, sharing
their secrets to drawing clothing and showcasing their own art
Japan is a pop culture superpower and manga has become a visual language for young readers around the world, with Kawaii and
Amigurumi titles becoming bestsellers.

Description
Learn how to draw fashionable manga clothes that help to convey personality, character, and mood quickly and easily. Packed
with everything you need to know to draw a huge variety of cool clothes and accessories in the manga style, this detailed guide covers a range of
styles and looks, so that you can build character identity, customise your characters and tell a story through fashion. Create a wide range of looks,
from on-trend streetwear to traditional and formal clothing.

With clear step-by-step instructions and insider secrets that manga artist Dalia Sharawna has learned on her drawing journey, all you'll need is a
pencil and paper to draw any clothing style you desire.

About the Author
Based in Hebron in Palestine, Dalia Sharawna has been drawing manga for 10 years, fired by her passion for watching anime since she was
young. Find more of her art and join her nearly 200k followers on Instagram @drawing_dalia.
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